CHAPTER FOUR
t t goes without saying that this tundra is barren of vegetation.
1 No tree flourishes here, no bush is to be seen, the land is with-
out pasture3 without oases; neither the camel nor the wild ass
could survive here where man is able to live. The Eskimo, pre-
eminently a nomad and a sea-hunter, is driven by the need to
feed his family from point to point round an irregular circle,
and it is the revolution of the seasons that directs his march.
When the run of Arctic salmon in the river is over, he goes
down to the lakes to jig through the ice. Meanwhile, he has
begun also to trap the white fox. As the winter advances, as the
ice thickens too deep for jigging and the big fish lie on the lake
bottom refusing to be lured up, the Eskimo is forced to move on,
for his family and his dogs consume about fifty pounds of food a
day, an average terribly hard to maintain. The next curve on
his circle is sealing and polar-bear hunting on the frozen sea.
Then with the spring the caribou pass through on their way
north; the great season of visiting opens; and in the autumn the
river fish return. Thus the Eskimo is constantly on the march,
driven by hunger through a cycle of peregrination whose signal
characteristic is hardship and whose highest reward is not
possession, nor leisure, but a full belly.
This cycle has its grandeur. Nowhere in the world have
I known the seasons to speak so commandingly, ordain so
precisely and inescapably what man must do to survive. And
yet this imperious voice, if I am to judge by the cheerfulness
with which the Eskimos listen to it, the serenity with which they
set about obeying it, is full of solicitude too. The Eskimos do
not look upon their country 35 a harsh land, and among the
variety of reasons for this I should put first the reason that it is
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